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PREC ISE .  PROVEN.  PERFORMANCE .

Oil and gas

The oil and gas industry is not for the faint hearted. Wherever it 

is, the process itself presents unique hazards.

And often the potential resources themselves are in some of the 

most politically unstable places on earth - both on and off shore.

Through our relationships in global insurance markets, including 

Lloyd’s of London, we can organise specialist cover for 

companies and individuals who operate in the industry.

Sectors we cover:

•	 exploration;

•	 production;

•	 refining;

•	 storage; and

•	 transportation.

Who we cover:

•	 local nationals;

•	 third country nationals; and

•	 western nationals.

Why Moore Stephens

In the often complex world of insurance, our objective is to 

provide you with peace of mind. 

So our insurance must meet three criteria:

•	 reliable - you can be sure of the insurer’s financial standing;

•	 comprehensive - you can be sure that everything is covered; and

•	 value - you can be sure you get the best possible price.
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•	 Moore Stephens Brokers Limited registered with the Isle 

of Man Financial Services Authority in respect of 

General Business;

•	 Over 60 years combined Lloyd’s of London insurance 

market experience;

•	 Moore Stephens Isle of Man is an independent member 

firm of Moore Stephens International Limited; 

•	 Moore Stephens International Limited is regarded as 

one of the world’s leading accounting and consulting 

networks with:

 » 657 member firms; 

 » 106 countries; and

 » 27,500 principle staff.

Specialist insurance solutions cover for high risk occupations and situations


